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Abst ract .  Four weak theor ies of pure sets are  ax iomat ica l ly  character ized.  
A decision method is given for checking sentences of  the form Vyl---Vyn3xp, 
where n varies over natura l  numbers  and p over unquant i f ied matr ices,  for 
provabi l i ty  in each theory.  Dually,  the  method can be used to check 3yl --- 3ynVz'~p 
for satisf iabi l i ty. The completeness proo f  is fully construct ive:  th is  means that  
given a satisf iable constra int  of the form 3yl "-3ynVz-~p, a computab le  model  
of  the  axioms which also fulfills the constra int  can be synthesized.  In this 
sense, we have a way of  automat ica l ly  generat ing a concrete representat ion  
of  the abst ract  data - type  "set" under  vary ing axioms. 
The prob lem is also addressed of  how to determine  ez p; i.e., how to f ind 
a ~ fulfi l l ing P(~I , - - - ,~,~)  in a computab le  model  Jr4 of  one of  our  theor ies,  
as a funct ion of  input  .h~l-sets ~l , . . . ,~n.  A part ia l  solut ion to this  p rob lem is 
suppl ied,  which works when Vyl --.Vyn3zp is a theorem and ~ meets  a su i tab le  
condit ion which happens to be satisf ied by those models that  are  produced 
by our automat ic  synthesis a lgor i thm.  A st ronger  condi t ion on J~A is also 
character ized that  makes zx p computab le  in all cases (at worst  th rough a 
b l ind search method) .  
Examples  showing the expressive power of the 3*V-constraints and the useful- 
ness of  E-expressions in set computat ions  are included. Envisaged extens ions 
of  the  proposed methods  to ax iomat ic  set theor ies ant i thet ic  to the classical 
ones are brief ly hinted at. 
Key  phrases:  deductive techniques, ynthesis of special program classes, set theories. 
1 In t roduct ion  
One can compute with sets: every skilled programmer knows this from experience. Actually, 
the theory of algorithms has plenty to teach about the handling of sets (cf. [AHU75, CLR90]); 
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in turn, the existing programming languages that can explicitly manipulate sets (cf., e.g., 
[SDDS86, BDL*89, DF89]) offer an appropriate background for the ideation of sophisticated 
algorithms and a useful support for their setting up (cf., e.g., [PTB85, PH85]). Typically the 
sets involved in automatic manipulations are finite; but it is also conceivable that various com- 
putations are performed over sets that are infinite in some controllable fashion (an introductory 
example will be seen in Section 3 of this paper). 
However, the yon Neumann universe, which is often indicated as the intended interpretation 
underlying classical formalized theories of sets, such as Zermelo-Fraenkel (ZF), is crowded with 
entities that can be regarded neither as instances of any specific set data structure, nor as 
semi-computable streams. 
Consequently, two extreme attitudes can be taken towards tudying sets. Naively, one can 
characterize sets via a handful of basic constructing and modifying operations, informally or 
almost so, with the direct and exclusive aim of setting the ground for their implementation. 
At the opposite xtreme, one can be primarily interested in a formal theory of sets, possibly 
encumbered with a lot of non-constructive existential assumptions, to serve as the background 
to investigations in pure mathematics. From this perspective any concern about computational 
issues ---or even about computability-- may become marginal or preposterous, except the little 
amount appertaining to the raw deductive machinery. 
A compromise between the two attitudes is emerging from recent studies in three areas: 
mathematical foundations [Bee88, PP88], sets in logic programming [Sig89, DO*91, DO'92], 
automated theorem-proving based on specialized axioms or decision algorithms [BLM*86, 
OPP90]. These studies do evidently show a common overlap: enough to push us to believing 
that a simple change of focus --no significant deviations from well-established logical traditions 
being strictly necessary-- can bring to light the algorithmic ontents of formal set theories. 
The foreseeable impact will be on high-level specifications of algorithms and on automatic 
programming applied to set or multi-set data structures. 
To reinvigorate our thesis, we analyze in this paper a few axiomatic theories of sets, and 
study some interpretations of theirs that deserve the name of 'computable models'. Sometimes 
the axioms are so weak that the collection of existential sentences of the form B Yl"'" 3 y,~Vx--,p 
(n a number, p an unquantified matrix involving the individual variables x, y l , . . .  ,y,,, the 
predicates =,  E, and the propositional connectives) holding true in a model of the axioms, 
differs from model to model: each such sentence can therefore be viewed as a 'constraint' over 
interpretations, that a computable model may or may not comply with. We give a technique 
for checking whether a constraint is compatible with the axioms and for obtaining, in the 
affirmative case, a computable model of the axioms which also meets the constraint. In this 
sense, we have a way of automatically generating a concrete representation of the abstract 
data-type %et" under varying axioms. 
When the axioms are strong enough (as is for instance the case with ZF), any 3*V-sentence 
either holds as a theorem or conflicts with the axioms. Suppose that one such sentence falls 
in the second category, so that its negation Vyl---Vy,~ 3 x p is a theorem. One often seeks a 
related to an input tuple ~1,..., ~n so that P(~h--. ,  ~a, ¢') is fulfilled. Of course this presupposes 
that a 'privileged' interpretation 7"/has been singled out from whose domain ~1,..-,~n have 
been extracted: ~ is to be found relative to 7/. 
One of the set theories in this paper, named SER, is in this favourable situation. For 
it, the role of privileged interpretation can be played by the well-investigated structure of 
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the hereditarily finite sets, relative to which the problem discussed in the preceding paragraph 
admits a rather straightforward solution. When dealing with a weaker (or with a non-standard, 
competing) theory, or when one is to seek a specified ( without the preliminary reassurance 
of a related V°3-theorem, the problem needs to be recast differently and more generally. To 
explain how, we borrow the classical Hilbert's notation e z P(Yl,.-., Y,, x), (cf. [Lei69, DF91]), 
and denote by it the partial function [~1,--. ,~,] ~-* e '~z p(~x,-.. ,~,,,x) specified as follows: 
The ~i's forming the operand n-tuple come from the interpretation domain of a model .At[; 
when there is at least one ( fulfilling P (~I , . . - , ( , , ( )  in A4, one such entity is chosen as value 
of e ~a x p(~l,- . . ,  ~,, x); otherwise, the value is left missing. 
In this paper we will characterize 'strong computability' conditions on A4 which are ade- 
quate to insure that e ~ x p be computable for all p (a proper flag being set whenever necessary 
to indicate 'missing value'). Less demanding conditions will also be given, that suffice to guar- 
antee that e ~ zp is computable whenever 3xp follows as a theorem from the axioms. Needless 
to say, we will effectively describe the technique for determining e~x p(~l,. . . ,  (.,,, x) in either 
case. It will turn out that any model produced from a satisfiable constraint by the synthesis 
method announced above, is strongly computable; hence its entities can be handled by the 
proposed techniques. 
By combining the use of e-expressions with the constructs of a typical programming lan- 
guage, one has powerful means to express econdary computations over sets in terms of the 
primitive ones (which are: empty set, equality test, membership test, element insertion, ele- 
ment removal, element selection). Such secondary computations can hence be carried over to 
any of our synthesized models. 
A summary of the main development of he paper follows. Section 2 introduces four axiomatic 
theories of membership and their skolemized counterparts. Section 3 adapts to this context 
of study the general idea that the most usable models of a theory are the ones that interpret 
each relator as a computable predicate and each functor (including the ones that result from 
the skolemization) as a computable function. 
Section ~ raises the problem: is a given sentence Vya .. • Vyn 3 xp (p quantifier-free, injective) 
provable in a theory T? Dually: is 3 Yl . . -3 yn Vx -~p compatible with the axioms of T? To 
affirmatively answer this alternate form of the question, one must bring to light a model .M 
of T and a substitution yl ~-* ~l,.--,Y~ H ~ of the existential variables by entities in M 
such that any further binding x ~ ( fasifies p. It turns out in Sections 5,6 that the relevant 
features of the n-tuple ~1,.-. ,~  with regard to this, can be condensed into a suitable instance 
F of a data-structure named n-diag (formerly introduced in Section 3), such that Vx -~p holds 
in .M under Yx ~-~ ~l, . . . ,y~ ~-* ~n if and only if -~p is tautologically implied by each one 
of the (finitely many) folds of F. It hence becomes crucially important o understand which 
diags can be induced by tuples, in this sense, properly taking the axioms of T (and nothing 
else) into account. Section 7 concurs to clarifying this, by constructively showing that folds 
reflecting certain 'situations' (varying from one to another of our four theories) axe unfailibly 
present in every induced graph; then Section 8 formulates inducibility criteria and states related 
soundness and completeness theorems. 
The completeness proof is delayed till Section 1I, which describes the technique for ob- 
taining a model and an associated tuple inducing a given diag, after the diag has passed the 
inducibility test. Section lg shows that the resulting model is computable. 
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The intermediate Sections 9,10 investigate tim expressive power of 3"V-sentences in the 
four contexts for which a satisfiability test has become available and in the further context of a 
non-well-founded theory for which attaining a similar satisfiability test looks easy. Section 13, 
which sets up an investigation oll the usefulness of embedding set-theoretic e-expressions in a 
programming language, is of similar flavour. To which extent, and how, such e-expressions can 
be evaluated over abstract sets by the current techniques, has in the meantime been clarified 
by Sections 6,7 and I2. Some conclusions are drawn in Section 14. 
This paper goes hand-in-hand with another one, [OPP92], where the logical aspects of 
the treatment of 3*V- and V'3-sentences are explained in greater detail and the algorithmic 
complexity of the related decision methods is studied. The authors have striven to keep the 
two expositions as complementary as possible, but also self-contained. A limited overlap across 
articles was unavoidable: in fact the model synthesis technique to be described below is part of 
the proof of correctness of the satisfiability decision algorithms --seen, here, from a different 
angle. 
2 Ax ioms about  sets, and their  sko lemizat ion  
The axioms of the membership theories we will study are taken --with a selection that varies 






3zVvv  q~ z ,  
w,  vy3wv, , (v  e w ,-, (v  z ,, v v = y ) ) ,  
VuVy3eVv(v  E e ~ (v E ugzv ¢ y) ) ,  
VuVy3d( (d  e u ~ d • y) ---* u = y) .  
These deserve very little comment. (Z), (W) and (L) simply state that there is an empty set 
and that by inserting/removing an element into/from a set a set is obtained. The eztensionality 
axiom (E) says that no two distinct sets can have the same elements. The regularity axiom (It) 
is a tricky, but well-known, way of stating that membership forms no cycles z0 E .-- E x,~ E x0. 
We will consider four theories to be indicated as S, Sa, Se,SER. Of the above axioms: 
S comprises (Z),(W) and (L), 
8R comprises (Z),(W),  (L) and (R), 
8E comprises (Z),(W),  (L) and (S), 
8t~R comprises them all. 
We are interested: in S as a common kernel that underlies useful theories of sets and multi- 
sets, partly conflicting (and competing) with one another; in SE, because it already has all the 
complexity necessary to face deep foundational issues (cf. [PP88]); in SEa, because it contains 
exactly as much of ZF as can be relevant to the analysis of sentences of the kind we will consider 
below. 
S~n is, in short, a 'combinatorial kernel' of classical set theory; S, Sn, and SE are significant 
portions of this kernel that one will presumably try to save even when moving against accepted 
standards. To stress this point, we will make in Section 10 an incursion into non-classical set 
theory. Also Section 9 will contribute to clarifying this point. 
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When the conjunction of the axioms of each one of our four theories i  rewritten in prenex 





in the case of S ,  
in the case of Sn,  
in the case of SE, 
in the case of SEn. 
The underlined existential quantifier can be eliminated from the last of these, by replace- 
ment, in the matrix of the prenex form, of 
by 
(v e = -~ (~ e =av  ~ ~) )a ( (d  • = ~, d • ~) ~ = = ~) 
(u=~ -~ (o•  u-~ (d•  ~ ¢  d) ) )a (= ¢ y -~ <d•  = ~ d~ y) ) .  
In skolemizing the axioms, one can exploit the same idea again, to introduce a single 
Skolem function t/(e, e) for the two existentially quantified variables r and d occurring in (R) 
and (E) respectively. Also, for specificity, one can demand Tl(x,y ) to coincide with q(y,z) 
unless Tl(x,y ) E x&71(z,y) q~ y. The binary functions resulting from the skolemization of (W) 
and (L) will be denoted by the infix left-associative operators with, less.  This leads to the 
following formulation: 
(z  "k) ~ ~t 0, 
(w~ k) v¢ uwi thyv , ,•~,vv=y,  
(W~ka) (v ~ u V v E uwithy)&(v ~ y V v • uwi thy) ,  
sk (L,,~) (v ~ ttlessy V v E u)~z(v ~ ulessy V v # y),  
(L~ k) v ~ u V v = y V v • u lessy ,  
(~) ,7(~, ~) e • v • = 0, 
(E') ,7(~, y) ~ • v ,7(~, ~) ~ ~ v • = y, 
(E") ,1(~, Y) ~ • v v ~ y V ,7(Y, ~) • ~, 
(R') ~ ~ • v '1(~, ~) e ~, 
(R") ~ ¢ x v v ~ 7(x ,x ) .  
The first five of these belong to the skolemized version T "k of every theory T • {S, Sn, SE, SEn}; 
(1/~), (E') and (E") correspond to (E); (R') and (R") correspond to (R), but since (R') follows 
from (E"), it becomes superfluous in S~.  
Notice that (R') constrains r}(x, x) to be a member of z when x has members; this, by itself, 
is neither particularly useful nor particularly committing. Anyway, for the sake of uniformity, 
we convene to adopt (R') as an axiom of S ,k and of S~ k too. 
The hints, given above, at how to obtain (l/l), (E'), (E") from (E), do not explain why 
(lp), (E'), (E") yield (E). To see this, let us deduce from the said axioms that qd(d E too 
d ~ wl) holds under the assumption w0 ¢ wl. We can readily exclude the possibility that 
(-~3z z E wo)&(~qz • w~), because it would imply, by (1~), that wo = 0 and w~ = ~. In 
case (3z z E w~)&(-,3z E w~_~) with either b = 0 or b = 1, any d • w~ fulfills the desired 
bi-implication d E too ~ d ~ w~. To treat the only remaining case, (qzozo E wo)&(3z~ z~ E w~), 
we first observe that r/(w0, w~) ~ w0 V q(wo, wx) ~ wi follows from w0 :~ w~ and (E'). Then, if 
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T/(w0, wl) e too, we choose d to be'~(w0, w, ). If 7/(w0, w,) ~ w0 instead, then T/(wl, w0) E w~ by 
(E") (since zl E w,), and hence T/(Wh w0) ~ W0 by (E') (with roles of w0 and w~ interchanged 
this time); thus we can choose d to be ~(wl, w0). 
The sets we intend to deal with are clearly not flat collections of individuals: the operation 
v±tla enables one to nest sets one inside another without any depth restrictions. On the 
other hand, (lfl) brings to light an inconvenient our theories present from the viewpoint of the 
programming practice: assuming the existence of individual entities (urelemente) distinguished 
from sets and subduable to their own axioms would conflict with (E). Actually, any entity 
distinct from the empty set 0 is to have members by (E), and therefore cannot be an individual. 
An adaptation of SEn to the specific needs of logic programming, that overcomes this l mitation, 
is described in [DO'92]: in this more theoretical setting we prefer to stick to pure sets. 
Notice that the clauses forming the skolemized axioms are neither Horn clauses, nor easily 
(cf. [Lew78]) reducible to clauses of that form. Also, they involve logical equality; their shape 
differs significantly, though, from the axioms of a typical equational theory (cf. [H6189]). 
A method will be specified in this paper for establishing whether a V'3-sentence (see Sec- 
tion 4) is a theorem of T E {S, SR, SE, SER}. It should be noticed that the complexity hidden 
in the axioms of T, as can be drawn from inspection of their quantificational prefix (exhibited 
above), is so high that our class of sentences falls outside the scope of any of the methods in 
[DG79]. The method to be proposed here r ally exploits pecific set-theoretic knowledge! 
The fact that we are not restraining our investigation to a single theory, but are tackling 
various theories at once, makes it hard to perform any sensible comparison between the decision 
techniques in this paper and those in [CFO89]. We wish to incidentally remark, nevertheless, 
that one of the corner-stones of [CFO89], namely the decidability of multi-level syllogistic, easily 
ensues from the completeness of SER w.r.t. V*3-sentences (cf. the first result in Section 11 and 
the proof of V'3-completeness of ZF originally supplied by [Gog78]). 
3 Computable models of set theories. Diags 
To model one of our theories, T, a structure .M is needed (cf. [End73]) consisting of an 
interpretation domain D and a binary relation E z4 over D fulfilling the axioms of T. Often we 
will refer to the entities in "D by calling them .M-sets. It will go without saying that in every 
model of ours = is interpreted as equality. Of course binary operations w±th ~,  less  ~4, and 
7/~4, over D will be available, complying with the axioms of T sk, in consequence of the axioms of 
T. The interpretation domain D must be infinite, in strength of (Z) and (W), because it must 
contain the pairwise distinct A4-sets 00, 01,02,..., with 0o = 0 ~ and 01+1 = 0 ~ with ~ 0i by 
definition for all i. 
A simple model of the axioms of SER (hence of any of our T's) is the collection 7"/of all pure 
hereditarily finite sets. The supporting domain H,o of 7-/is the union of the infinitely many 
sets Hi defined by the recurrence 
H0=0,  H i+ l={K : KC_Hi} 
(i ranging over the set w of all natural numbers). In "H, the relator E is interpreted as 
E n = ordinary membership. 
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Concretely, one may prefer to think of the domain of 7 /as  of the quotient T~ ,.., where 
7" is the collection of all terms generated from the constant 0 by the binary constructor with, 
and -~ is the smallest equivalence relation over 7- to fulfill 
A with B with B ~ A with B ,  A with B with C ~ A with C with B 
for all A, B, C • 7". It is not hard (cf. [CF089]) to devise a procedure canon u that, given 
any term t E 7-, finds a canonical representative of t, in the sense that canonU(t) ,v t and 
canonU(canonU(t)) = canonU(t). Then it is natural to identify 7-/ ~ with the collection 
{ t : t • 7"1 can°nrt(t) = t } of all canonical terms. 
The view that 7/composes of canonical terms instead of sets makes the definition of •u  less 
immediate than before; anyhow, writing a procedure for computing E~t as a binary predicate 
over 7"/ ,~ remains an easy task, that we pass over. To end, one can define A with u B as 
canonU(AwithB) for every pair A, B of canonical terms; the definition of A less  u B is slightly 
harder but equally straightforward. 
It is important o keep in mind that 7/ is  by no means the unique possible interpretation 
of SER. It is just an interpretation among many, that we convene to regard as our privileged 
interpretation until new requirements (e.g. a demand for infinite sets) are added to the axioms 
of SEa,  forcing us to withdraw 7/. 
For a more daborate model of SER, it suffices to prolongate the definition of the Hi's, 
putting (for all i in w) 
H~+i+l = {L  : LC_H~+i lL i s f in i te}U {(H~\K)  UL : K•H~&LC_H,~+i lL i s f in i te} .  
Together with ordinary membership, H,¢+,~ = Uie,~ H~+i constitutes a model 7/-/' in which 
infinite sets exist (e.g. the cofinite subsets of H~). In analogy with before, one can take 
the view that 7/' is made of terms that are canonical in a suitable sense. For that sake, one 
generates T '  by means of with from 0 and a denumerable infinity of constants ca-, one for each 
K E H,~, and defines ,-, like before, with the additional requirement that cKwi thQ ,,~ CK when 
Q E Hw \ K,  whereas cs-with Q ~,, cKle=O when Q E K .  These new requirements come from 
our intention to interpret every cK as H~ \ K. Again, devising a suitable term canonization 
algorithm and algorithms for computing En',  with w and less  w is a routine matter)  
Both 7 /and  7/-(' are computable models in the following two senses: 
Def in i t ion 1. A model .A4 ofT E {S, Sa, SE, Sga} is said to be T-computable if." its supporting 
domain is a computable collection of terms over specified constants and constructors, with a 
designated element 0~; and E'~, with'~, and l ess  ~ are computable too. 
.M is said to be T-T/-computable if, furthermore, one can compute a binary operation 
7?~(e, e) over the domain of.M, such that 77 "~ conforms to the specifications resulting from the 
skolemization of the axioms ofT --cf. Section ~. t3 
INotice that if l ess  too had been admitted as term constructor, two constants (e.g. one for the empty set 
and one for Hw) would have sufficed to generate the domain of 7/*. We have avoided doing so to have a simpler 
canonization; on the other hand, the model synthesis process of Section 11 will treat with and less  on a pax. 
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There is a still stronger sense in which 7-/and 7-/' are computable. Intuitively speaking, 
one can determine which 'places' w.r.t, a given tuple ~1,.--,~n of ~' -sets  are 'taken', in the 
following sense: given subsets P and Q of {1 , . . . ,n} ,  one can determine whether ~'-sets (
exist with ~i •n '  ( iff i • P and ¢ •n '  ~i iff i • Q for i = 1 , . . . ,n .  (Analogously and more 
easily with 7"/). 
Preliminary to explaining this strong computability notion formally, we give the definitions 
of n-wrinkle and n-diag 2 (where n can be any natural number): 
Def in i t ion 2. An .n-wrinkle is a triple W = [P,Q,C] with P,Q c_ {1, . . . ,n}  and C • 
{ fa lse, t rue }. An n-diag is a pair F = [G, {Wo,. . . ,  Wt}] with G c {1,. . .  ,n} ~, £ • to, and 
Wo,. . . ,  Hit n-wrinkles. A fold of such a F is one of the pairs [G, Wk] with k • {0, . . . , t} .  13 
With respect to a model .M and to A4-sets ~1,..-,~,,, a wrinkle describes how a suitable 
( relates by membership to each ~i and to itself. It is useful to associate with t~l,...,~,, a 
diag composed by a description G of the membership relations holding between t~i's, and by 
wrinkles Wk indicating ways the collection of such relations can extend to ~1,.-- ,  ~,,, ¢: 
Def in i t ion 3. Let .M be a model and E = [~l,---,~n] be an n-tuple of distinct A4-sets. An 
n-wrinkle W = [P,Q,C'] is said to be a .--.-wrinkle if for a suitable .M-set ( one has 
P = {i • {1 , . . . , ,q  I ~, •~ ¢), Q = {i • {1 , . . . ,n )  l¢ •~ ~;), and C = (¢ •~ ¢) 
--such ( and W will be said to comply with each other w.r.t. ~-. 
The n-diag 
[ { [i,j] • {1, . . . ,n} ' l~ i  e ~ ~j } ,  { W : W is a Z-wrinkle} ] 
is said to be the diag induced by E. 
l f  .M is O-computable and an algorithm ezists for establishing, given E and W, whether or 
not W is a X-wrinkle, then 3,4 is said to be a strongly computable model. 13 
Trivially, when A4 is strongly computable, one can reckon the diag induced by a given tuple 
Z of distinct M-sets.  
In an 0-computable model 3,4, given E and W, one can semi-compute a ¢ (if any) whose 
associated X-wrinkle is W: one can, in fact, proceed through a blind enumeration of all A4- 
sets until a ~ with the desired characteristics shows up. The situation improves under strong 
computability, because then one can inhibit the search unless ~" is known in advance to exist. 
The situation can improve still, when one can replace the blind search method by a more 
effective technique for detecting ¢, in special cases like .M E {7-/, 7-/'}: 
Lemma 1. Let E = [~1,-..,~,] be an n-tuple of T-('-sets and W be an n-wrinkle. One can 
either compute an 7-['-set ~ complying with W, which is an 7-I-set if possible, or establish that 
no such ~ ezists. 
Sketch o f  the  proof .  Let us recursively define an injective encoding - : Hw+,~ ~ Hw of "H'-sets 
by K-sets, as follows. For all ~ E H~+w: 
2Of course, 'diag' is a short for 'diagram'. In our present context, this word has a sense somehow reminiscent 
of the Venn diagrams. Also, diags have a kinship with the syllogistic schemes of [CGO88]. 
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• when ~ has finitely many members, say (1, . . . , (g,  then ~ = [f~,{(S,...,~-~}], where 
[a, y] =D~f {0, W}}; 
• when { is infinite, then ~ = [{~ . . . .  ,h-~m},{¢~,...,~}], where: #,, . . . , /~,,  are the "H- 
sets missing from ~; ¢1,..-,¢9 are the members of ~ missing from H,~; [X,Y] =D~f 
{{X},{X,Y}} .  
Working with this representation f "/-/'-sets, one can compute not only membership, inser- 
tion and removal, but also U, \, f3 and hence T/. Given a tuple [~, . . .  ,~-~,] and an n-wrinkle 
W = [P,Q, true], in order to find a ¢ complying with W w.r.t. [~,... ,~,,], one will begin 
by computing (N~eq ~i) \ Uje{l ...... )\Q ~j. Let the latter be [M, {~, . . .  ,~}]. All ~"s complying 
with W can be found among ~1,..-, ~g if either M = f /or  ~, ~ H,~ for some i E P. Otherwise 
there will be infinitely many "H-sets ~ complying with W, and, clearly, they can be explicitly 
enumerated. [] 
4 Analys is  and synthes is  prob lems relat ing to V*3-sentences 
We consider in the ongoing V'3-sentences; that is, sentences of the form Vyl -.. Vy~ 3 xp, where 
n E w and p is a formula all of whose symbols are drawn from x, Yl,- . . ,  Yn, =, E, -~, &, V, -% ~.  
The negation of an V'3-sentence is logically equivalent to an 3*V-sentence: we will therefore 
consider 3*V-sentences too. Some of the problems we will consider will be about W'3-sentences 
--for instance checking a formula for being a theorem; others will be about 3"V-sentences -- for 
instance stablishing whether or not a given formula is satisfiable. 
Some of the problems, hence, have the form: does the given sentence admit a proof in the 
theory T? others the form: does the given sentence hold in any models of T? In either case, we 
want a constructive answer: when the goal is a proof, the answer must enable one to carry out 
a formal proof; when the goal is a model, the interpretation domain must be circumscribed 
precisely, and procedures that perform the basic set operations (membership test, with, less ,  
and T/) over that domain must be exhibited. We classify as analysis problems those problems 
that require proofs to be detected, and classify as synthesis problems those that require a model 
to be built. 
A synthesis method --i.e. a constructive method for solving a synthesis problem-- can have 
useful by-products: hopefully, in fact, it will turn out that in the model ]t4 that is attained 
some operations over 2~4-sets are computable in addition to the basic ones. We are targeting 
here to having the computability of expressions of the form ~ x P(Yl,. . . ,Yn,x), where p is as 
stated and e is the Hilberi descriptor (see Introduction). This means being able, given p and an 
n-tuple ~1,.-. ,~, of M-sets, to establish whether an M-set ~" exists that make P(~I,--. ,  ~,~, ~) 
true in .M; and, in the affirmative case, to produce one such ~. We will discover that this target 
is achievable, and that the computation of ~ x p is facilitated when Vyl -.. Vy,,3xp(yl,..., y ,, x) 
is a theorem. (It will be discussed in Section 6 how to ascertain whether p fulfills this, which 
- -we notice in passing-- makes the first part of the problem of computing exp totally trivial). 
Both results rely on the q-computability of the models produced by synthesis, and the former 
of them actually depends on their strong computability. 
To keep the exposition simple, we impose the inessential restriction that p be an injective 
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formula, in the following sense: p is to have the form 3 
where p, is unquantif ied and does not contain equality. 
5 Imp l i cants  of an in ject ive V x-~p fo rmula  
In this section a formula (I)r is introduced expressing in the language of 8 that  F is an induced 
diag, as by Definition 3. Moreover definitions are given that will later be exploited to relate 
the satisfiability of formulae of this form (br to the validity of W'3-sentences. 
Def in i t ion  4. Let F be an n-diag, F = [G, [P, Q, C]] be a fold ofF,  and s, t be propositionally 
consistent conjunctions of literals, 
- the literals composing s being drawn from Yi E Yi, Yl ~ Yi ( i , j  = 1 , . . . ,  n), 
those composing t being drawn from Yi E x, Yl ~ x, x E yi, x ~ Yl, x E x, x ~ x (i = 1 , . . . ,  n). 
Finally, let p be an injective formula (see (*) of Section 4), so that -~p can be expressed as 
and let the disjunctive normal form o f~ p, be L Vh=l(Sh & th) , every pair Sh, th being of the form 
already assumed for s, t. 
Then: 
* F is said to be an implicant of s & t if the following (propositionally consistent) conjunc- 
tion d2F ,
(&ll,,qEGYl E yj)&(&[I,jIE{1 ...... }2\GYi ~ Y j )&( i f  C then x q x else x ~ x)  
tautologically implies s & t (that is, the literals in eF form a superset of those in s & t). 
• F is said to be an implicant of ~p, --and of-~p as well-- i f F  is an implicant ofsh & th 
for some h E {1, . . .  ,L}. (This presupposes L to be # 0). 
• F is said to be an impl icant of V x -,p if every fold F of F is an implicant of -~p,. 0 
N- I  
STeehnically, that we can m~ake this restriction is due to the availability of the theorem 3z~5i= o zi ~ x N 
(N = 0, 1, 2,...) in our theories. Thanks to it, any formula SxNq with matrix q involving the distinct variables 
z0,.. . ,  z~ can be decomposed as 
where: Q ranges over the functions {0 . . . . .  N -  1} ---* {O,...,N - 1} such that #~i = ei < i for all i ;  q~ has 
XO " " ' g~,_  t the form (*), with z, {zt,-.. ,zn} and p. instantiated aszt~ , {zeo .... ,ze4N_l) } and q V 
x~o ... zR(;v_t ) 
VlU=~t q z0 "'" zN-' zN respectively. (The notation q~: is as in [End73]). 
Xeo . . -  z~(N_ l )  x~ 
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for any n-diag F, 
• q~r--hence 
~r,  Xr and tbr to be tim formulae 
~Fafold ofF3 x (~bF & ~O<j<nX ~ yj), and 
° / r&Xr ,  
it is plain that 
Cr - -  logically implies Vx- ,p  when F is an implicant of 'v'x-~p; 
• Xr - -hence ~r - -  logically implies 3 x p when F is not an implicant of Vx-~p. 
In the absence of axioms proper to membership, ~r  is certainly satisfiable, but under the 
axioms of a theory Y 6 {S, SR, SE, SEn} this may no longer be the case: then ~r  would 
simultaneously entail Vz p and -~Vz p, which would make F useless in connection to T. 4 
Clearly, one can generate all implicants A of a given injective formula Vx -~p in a finite 
amount of time. Assuming that we had a criterion ~T(F) to check a given diag F for inducibility 
in T ,s we could filter out all implicants of Vx -~p but its minimal T-implicants, by rejecting or 
thinning every implicant A as follows: 
if ~-T(A) then 
while 3 W,  wrinkle of A such_that 
A without W would still be non-empty and fulfilling 9vT 
do 
pick one such W; % hence A = [G, W], with W E W ~ {W} 
drop W from A %i.e. A:=[G, kY lessW]  
end; 
output A 
else reject A end. 
After proposing an inducibility test 9rr applicable to dings, we will call T-dings those dings 
that are not rejected and T-minimal dings those that are neither rejected nor modified by the 
above procedure. (We will take the freedom of calling them so even before fully legitimizing 
the proposed 9vT). 
6 T-implicants from the analysis, synthesis, and algo- 
rithmic standpoints 
From the analysis tandpoint, the importance of having an inducibility test ~-r applicable to 
dings is that it will enable one to prove 3 x p in T by showing that Vx-~p has no T-implicants. 
As a matter of fact, thanks to the soundness and completeness of first-order predicate calculus 
(cf. [End73]), Vya... Vy, 3 xp fails to be a theorem of T if and only if there are a model .M of T 
and M-sets ~a,.- . ,  ~, such that V x -~p holds in f14 under the assignment Ya H ~1,.--, Y, *--* ~,,- 
4Now we can state the reason why Definition 2 requires any diag F to have at least one fold. For a F 
without hi~ property, @r would be unsatisfiable inany interpretation over an infinite supporting domain, and 
in particular in any model f a set theory. 
5As should be clear from the context, by saying that F is inducible we mean that @r is satisfiable. 
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The diag induced by ( l , - - - ,~,  occurs among the T-implicants of Vx --p, and the latter can be 
produced by an exhaustive generation method s, as we are assuming that the criterion .TT will 
be sound and complete. 
But how is a proposed 9vr shown to be correct? Part of the job, is proving the completeness 
of 9vr, i.e., showing that when ~-T(F) holds for an n-diag F, a model .h4 of T and an assignment 
Yl ~-* ~!,.- .  ,Y, ~ ( ,  of .M-sets to the free variables of Cr exist under which ¢br is true. 
This is a synthesis problem, that comes along naturally with the analysis of v'q-sentences. 
We discuss how to solve it in Section t l ;  that .h4 is strongly computable will be a pleasant 
outcome of the technique we elaborate to construct it. 
From the algorithmic standpoint, the usefulness of ~-r can be appreciated as follows. Sup- 
pose one is to determine ez  p as a function of Yl,.-. ,Yn in a computable model .h4 of T; that 
is, given any assignment yl ~-* ~1,... ,Y, ~ ~n, one must be able to find an M-set ~ such that 
p holds in ¢L4 under the extended assignment x ~-~ ~,Yl ~-* ~1,-.. ,Y, r--, ~n. 
With a strongly computable model .L4, one could proceed to solve the problem by first 
finding the diag F induced by -~ = [~1,..-,~,], and then singling out a fold [G, W] of F that 
is not an implicant of -~p. If no such fold exists, then e x p must be left undefined; otherwise, 
thanks to the strong computability of .hd, one wilt be able to find a ~ complying with W w.r.t. 
-- (see the remarks following Definition 3), which is precisely what is sought. 
When .£4 is not strongly computable, or when one wants to pilot the search less blindly, 
the determination of e x p cannot be so straightforward. Suppose that, nevertheless, .h4 is 
y-computable. Assume also that 3 x p is a theorem of T: in this favourable situation, every 
diag A that meets the condition 9vr(A) will have a fold which is not an implicant of -~p. 
Although we are unable, in general, to detect the diag F induced by a given E, we might be 
successful in finding a sub-diag A of F, along with a fold F = [G, W] of A which is not an 
implicant of -~p and with a ( complying with W w.r.t. --. To help in carrying out this plan, a 
technique for unveiling certain wrinkles W of F whose existence is warranted by the axioms, 
along with an .hd-set ¢'w complying with each such W, will be supplied in the next section. 
After the characterization f ~'r in Section 8, we will discover in Section 12 that these wrinkles 
are the only information --somewhat hidden indeed-- about F that needs to be taken into 
account apart from those folds of F that can be determined in strength of the very definition 
of y-computability. 
7 Proof  generat ion schemes and set computat ion schemes 
Even S, the poorest of our set theories, despite its rudimentariness yields non-obvious theorems. 
Among others, one can prove for every collection {Yl,... ,Yn} of distinct 'sets' and for every 
subcollection {yl , - . - ,yh} of it, that outside the former collection 
• there is a 'set' x, not belonging to itself, to which Yl, . - . ,  Yh belong as members, whereas 
Yh+u.--,Y~ do not belong to x; 
• there is a 'set' Xq corresponding to each yq, which belongs to itself if and only if it belongs 
to yq, and which --like the previous x - -  has Yl,.--,Yh as members and Yh+l,--. ,Y, as 
eIncidentally remark that there are 2 ": • ( 2 ~''+~ - 1 ) n-diags in the overall. 
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non-members. 
In formulae, the said theorems are: 
(~-"-*~-" (x~ &(~L I (x#Y,&Y,  6 X))& C¢~i= 1 6Lj:i+lY i # yj) ~ 3X X 
&j"__,,+,(x # yj a 
where h _< n, and 
O_n--1 O_n h 
where h < n and 0 < q < n. (In the first of these n > 0, while in the second n > 0). 
The relevance of these two theorem schemes will emerge from Section 8. Here we give 
a detailed outline of their proof in such terms as to stress that the technique involved in 
their proof could also be viewed as an algorithm for obtaining an .h4-set ( and Jt4-sets ¢'q 
(q = 1, . . .  ,n) related in a certain way to given input .h/I-sets ~1,---,~, in a computable model 
.h4 of S. Actually, we are going to see how to compute E x p in two special cases: p, (related 
to p in the usual manner) is the formula h ( &i=,y, 6 x ) & ( &'~=h+~Yi ~ x ), conjoined with the 
literal x q~ x in the first case and with the bi-implication (z 6 x ~ x E yq) in the second case. 
The diagonal construction of an x with the desired properties proceeds very similarly in 
the two cases. We give the one needed for the second case, whence the other can be obtained 
by just replacing the assignment x := yq with rn.+ 1 by x := 0 with  m,+l,  unless @ already 
equals one of the y~'s. 
m0 := 0; 
fo r  i := 1 to n + I do 
Tt 
ml := mi-1; repeat ml := O wi th  mi unt i l  ~Zj=, mi # Yi ; 
comment : cf. the definition of the ~ 's at the beginnin 9 of Section 3 
end; 
x := yq with  ran+l; 
comment  : x will continue to have 71ln+ 1 as a member, 
and therefore will never coincide with any of the ml 's; 
for  j := I to h do x := x wi th  yj end; 
for  j := h + 1 to n do x := x less yj end; 
for  j := 1 to n do 
if m j  6 yj then x := x less mj  else x := x with mj  end 
end. 
In SR and in SER, the construction can be drastically simplified: the single assignment 
x := O wi th  y, w i th  --- w i th  YA w i th  (0 with Yl w i th  --- wi th y.) encompasses the properties 
n wanted on x, along with x ~ x and with &q=,X ~ yq. 
The adequacy of these constructions should be apparent. Its proof is left as an exercise to 
the reader. 
That a technique for constructing the proof of a syntactically specified theorem can be 
described by means of a pseudo-algorithm, as we have just done, is not surprising: a proof is, 
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after all, a symbolic object that as such can be algorithmically construed and manipulated. 
On the opposite, that the very same pseudo-algorithm can also serve as the description of 
how to determine a specified object in any computable model of given axioms, is indeed a 
felicitous situation. To see that things do not always work so well, we contrast he preceding 
construction with the one to which one might resort in the theory, weaker than S, whose only 
axioms are (Z) and (W).  Due to tile absence of (L), the second of the two schemes above is 
no longer valid; but the first can still be proved, e.g. along the following lines: 
x :-- 0 w i th  Yl with  • • • w i th  Yh ; 
fo r  i := 1 to n do 
i f  3z(z  ~_ Yi&Z ~ z,~:o<j_<,z • YJ) then 
choose one such z; 
x := x with  z 
e lse  
comment: at least 2 • n items from among ~1,... ,l~3.n 
--see beginning of Section 3 - -  differ from Yl , . . . ,  Y, 
and hence belong to Yl, which therefore has --and will 
continue till the end to have-- a larger number of 
elements than x 
end if 
end  for. 
As a proof generation scheme, this pseudo-algorithm is quite satisfactory. As a set computa- 
tion scheme it is much less acceptable, due to the non-constructive character of the boolean 
condition of the if-statement, and of the subsequent choice of z. 
8 Properties of inducible diags 
The two theorem schemes proved in the preceding section, as well as their specialization to set 
theories with regularity, hinted at in the same section, have a straightforward translation into 
conditions an n-diag F is to fulfill in order for its associated formula e r  (see Section 5) to be 
satisfiable. The conditions are: 
7 ( [ ' )  ----Def for each subset P o f{ l , . . .  ,n}, F has at least one wrinkle of the form [P ,_ , fa lse] ;  
.T"(F) --D~r for each subset P of {1 , . . . ,n}  and every q 6 {1,. . . ,n}, F has at least one 
wrinkle [P, Q, C] with C ~ (q 6 Q); 
~(F)  =Dd all triples [P ,¢ , fa lse]  with P C {1,. . .  ,n} are wrinkles ofF. 
Trivially, ~'~(F) implies ~"(V) & .T"(F). 
The following definition will ease the statement of additional properties dings must fulfill 
under (R)  or (E): 
Def in i t ion 5. The flex Gr of a diag r = [G, {Do . . . .  , Wt}] is determined assuming that the 
Wk's are pairwise distinct --say, for specificity, arranged in increasing lezicographical order--: 
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by definition, 6r is the graph over the nodes 1 , . . . ,n  (called principal nodes) and the nodes 
n + 1 , . . . ,  n + 1 + £ (called places} whose set of arcs is 
n+l+t  
GO U ({ [ i , k ] : i cPk}U{[k , i ] : i eQk}Ui f  Ck then {[k,k]} e lse 0 ) ,  
k=n+l  
with Wk_,_~ = [Pk, Qk, Ck] for k = n + 1 , . . . ,  n + 1 + e. [] 
Regularity partly reflects into the condition 
~-~(F) --Per the flex Gr (see Definition 5) is an acyclic graph, 
while extensionality ranslates into 
~'~(F) --DCf for no pair i , j  with 0 < i < j < n, i and j have the same immediate predecessors 
in ~r. Otherwise stated, for every pair i , j  with 0 < i < j < n, F has a fold [G, [_,Q,_]] 
such that 
eitheri  E Q ~ j ~ Q, or there is an h E {1,. . . ,n} with [h,i] E G ~ [h,j] ¢ G. 
Theorem 1 (Soundness).  In order that ~r can be satisfiable in T E {S, Sn, SE, SEn}, 
F must fulfill 
• .T'(F) -~oef .T'(F) ~z Jr"(r) in the case W = S ,  
• .T'n(F) =Da ~'~(F) 8z ~-~(F) in the case T = Sn ,  
• .T'E(F) --D~f .T'~(F) & 9r~(F) & .T"(F) in the case W = $E,  
• Yen(r)  --Per 5r~(r) & 5rh(r) & .T'~(F) in the case T = Sen .  [] 
We hope that the hints already given have sufficed to convey to the reader a good grasp of 
why this theorem holds. A concise account of the proof of its 'converse', 
Theorem 2 (Completeness). 1fr fulfills 7(r)  (respectively, 7n(r), J:E(r), J=En(r)), then 
~r is satisfiable in S (respectively, in Sn, S t ,  SEn), [] 
will come later on: as will be stressed by Sections 11,12, the latter proof can be read as a 
method for synthesizing an y-computable model of the axioms of T subject o a constraint of 
the form ~r- A more detailed explanation of the completeness proof, with lesser emphasis 
placed on the 'synthesis view', can be found in [OPP92]. 
Notice that there is a gap between the statements of the two theorems: one refers to 
Or, the other one to qr; but this gap is not hard to fill. In fact, for any l-diag P fulfilling 
.T'T, r the prenex normal form of the existential closure of Or is an injective q'V-sentence, say 
3yl . . .  3yLVxOr (with l < L <_ l + 224+1), such that finding a T-implicant A of VxOr is just 
a technicality. Plainly a model .M of T and an assignment, fulfilling ~a, of A/I-sets to the 
variables, will also do the job for VxOc, and hence for Or: 
~For T E {S,Sn,SE,SEn}, we are denoting by .T T the corresponding condition: ~, .TR, .T~, or ~'/~n. 
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Corol lary 1. lfF fulfills ~-T(F) (T E {S, SmSE,SEn}), then tbr is satisfiable in T. [ ]  
Example 1 (0-dings). There are only three 0-dings, namely 
I~1 ----- [0, {[0,0, true]}], 1' 2 ---- [0, {[0,0, fa lse] , [0,0,  true]}], ['3---- [0,{[0,0,false]}].  
They express the respective 'situations' Vx(x e x),qx(x E :r.),Vx(x ¢ x) (obtained from 
Cr~, ¢r'2, ~rs by withdrawing every conjunct rivially entailed by the others or by the empty 
set axiom (Z)). 
Vx(x 6. x) contradicts (Z). In agreement with this, F~ does not meet .~', the filtering 
condition relative to ,9, the weakest of our theories. 
F2 meets .~ and 9rE, whereas it violates the filtering conditions incorporating regularity. 
Actually one can easily build a model of ,9~k in which the sentence 3x(z 6 x), or the more 
demanding 3xVy(y = 0 with y ~ y = x), is true. 
Fs meets UER, which corresponds to our strongest theory. In fact, Vx(x q~ x) holds in the 
model 7/seen in Section 2. From the above remarks about F2, we have that Vx(x ~ x), valid 
in Sn, can be invalidated in Ss. O 
Example 2 (1-dings). There are eight 1-wrinkles on the whole, that we can in shorthand 
denote as 00f, 00t, 00f, 00t, 00f, 00t, 00f,  00t (here clearly 0 stands for {1} and f , t  stand 
for fa lse ,  true). Hence there are 2. (28 - 1) = 510 1-dings altogether, because in an 1-diag 
[G, 14)], G must either be 0 or {[1,1]}, while kV must be non-empty. 
Any 1-diag of the form [{[1, 1]}, _] and any 1-diag with a wrinkle of the form __/or 00f  
violates the acyclicity condition ~-J{. On the other hand, in order to meet 5v~ an 1-diag must 
include both wrinkles 00f and 00f. From this double remark we discover that there are only 
two 1-dings fulfilling ~-n--and ~'En--, namely [0, {00f,00f}] and [O,{00f,-OOf, O~f}]. Of 
these, the former is clearly Sn-minimum. 
In order to meet 9 v, an 1-diag must have 
00f or 00f (or both of them) among its wrinkles; 
00f or 0--0f (or both of them) among its wrinkles; 
00t as a wrinkle if 00f is not one of its wrinkles; 
0"--0t as a wrinkle if 00f is not one of its wrinkles. 
These conditions reflect the following theorem of S (an obvious consequence of the schemes 
proved in the preceding section): 
vy( 3 (yCx& &=#y)& 
3zCye & (x e ,--, z y) &x # y) 
It therefore turns out (see table below) that there are 2- (26 + 24 + 24 + 22) = 200 1-dings 
fulfilling ~" --hence fulfilling ~-E. The number of the S-minimal mong these dings is quickly 
recognized to be 2- 4 = 8. 
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It is emerging already that T-minimal diags are a very small portion of the totality of T- 
diags; hence it will pay off to limit to the former one's search for T-implicants of a given formula 
Yz -,p. An inspection of the conditions .T, 5vR, Y-G, 3z'En reveals that 
• a T-minimal diag contains no wrinkles of the form [_ ,0 , t rue] ;  
• in a T-minimal diag, the presence of a T-wrinkle [P, 0 , fa lse]  implies that no wrinkles of 
the form [P, _, true] involving that same P are needed by .T" (hence implies that there 
are no such wrinkles, except possibly in the case T = SE); 
• the mapping G H [G, { [P, 0 , fa lse]  : P c {1,. . .  ,n} }] is a one-to-one correspondence 
between the acyclic binary relations over { 1 , . . . ,  n} and the SR-minimal n-diags; 
• for T = SEn and n > 0, a T-minimal n-diag has at most n - 1 + 2 ~ wrinkles. In fact, to 
differentiate 1. . . .  , n from one another 'from below', as by ~'~, at most n - 1 wrinkles 
are neededS; 2" additional wrinkles of the form [P, {~, fa lse]  are mandatory by .T'~. 
9 Ref lec t ions  upon  the  express ive  power  o f  3*V-sentences  
As hinted at at the end of Section 2, every formula of multi-level syllogistic can be translated 
into an equi-satisfiable 3"V-sentence of SEn. The 3"V-collection also contains paradoxical 
sentences like the following: 
• 3yVx(x E y ~ x ~ x). Bertrand Russell noticed that this is an absurdity in predicate 
calculus, no axioms specifically regarding membership being required to refute it. 
• 3yVx-~(y E x ~ x E y), 3yVx-~(x E y --4 y E z). These are in the same unsatisfiable 
status as the Russell's sentence just seen. 
• 3yVx(y ~ x). This states the existence of a proper class in theories, like von Neumann- 
Bernays-GSdel (cf. [Men64]), which draw a distinction between sets and classes. It is an 
absurdity to us, though, because it conflicts with Vy(y E 0 with y), provable in S ~k. 
• 3yVx(x E y). This states the existence of a 'universal' set y to which every set x belongs. 
Clearly it conflicts with regularity, because it implies y E y. Also it would conflict with 
another postulate very popular in set theory, that we have not included in any of our 
axiomatizations: the separation scheme (cf. [Man77])Vz3 yVz(z  • y ~ (z • x&~(z))) .  
(The latter incompatibility was first remarked by B. Russell in 1901 --cf.  [Hei67]). The 
assumption that there is a universal set is nevertheless compatible with the axioms of SE 
(cf. [Kri691). 
SThis easy bound refines, in a sense, the termination proof for the yard-trains-cars algorithm given in 
[DM79]. A hint at the proof of this bound is that a wrinkle can differentiate several pairs t once. 
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Akin to the last of these are many 3"V-sentences compatible with SE that likewise contradict 
regularity: 
• 3y(y  e y), 3yv (  e y = y), and 3yo. - -  3y .Vx  • 
y,. *-4 x = y;) ), the last of which states the existence of at least n + 1 'self-singletons'; 
• 3yo---3y,~ 3y,~+~---3y, Vx ((V~:o x • y;) *-* &i"__,,~+lx # Yi ), which states the existence 
of m + 1 sets Yo,.-- ,ym which 'almost entirely cover' the universe of all sets; etc.; 
• 3yo3y, Vx(xq~yo&(Xey ,  ~yoeX) )and3yo3y ,  3y2Vz(xq~yo&(xey l~ 
y0 • x) & (x • y2 4"-' y0 $ x) ), which state the existence of a set y, composed by all 
x's to which 0 belongs• The second sentence also states that y~ has a complement Y2- 
Notice that the .M-set ~ interpreting y~ in a model .hal must be infinite, because it must 
fulfill ~ 9 "~ ~i with ~ 0 ~ for i = 1,2,3, . . .  , where the vq;'s are as at the beginning of 
Section 32 
On the other hand there are plenty of sentences compatible with Sn that contradict exten- 
sionality. For example, 
• ,~=+1 (x • y; z • y0)), which states • 3 yo .. 3 y.+, w ( ( y, ¢ yj ) a 
the existence of at least n + 2 sets sharing the same elements; 
• ~ ~, 2r "+1 • 3y0 "-Z y,,+, Vz (  ( a0S;<j5,+l yi -~ Yi j ~'~i=0 z ~ y,) ,  which states the existence of 
at least n + 1 entities devoid of elements and different from 0; etc.. 
All this indicates the great deal of flexibility one can enjoy in conceiving non-standard 
universes of sets, when the support of a suitable synthesis method (cf. Section 11) is available: 
for any 3"V-sentence compatible with SE but incompatible with Sn, one can in fact automat- 
ically obtain a computable model of SE where the sentence holds; and analogously for any 
3*V-sentence compatible with Sn but incompatible with S~. 
Sometimes in a theory of interest T two sentences A and B are superposable, in the sense 
that there is an 3"V-sentence D, satisfiable in T, which entails them both. After bringing D to 
light, one can hence synthesize a model of T which satisfies A and B at once. 
This may lead to at times spectacular results when one considers a scheme a embracing 
infinitely many 3*V-sentences. If the sentences are mutually superposable, and for each pair of 
them a convenient 'superposition formula' will fall, in its turn, under the scheme a, then one 
can resort to the compactness theorem of first-order logic (cf. [End73]) to conclude that there 
is a model of T where all formulae of a hold simultaneously. 
This approach can be used to show, for example, that Sn has a model Ad with infinitely 
many distinct .M-sets sharing the same dements - - to  be more specific, one could even exact 
that these infinitely many M-sets are all empty. To make another example, this approach 
shows that S~ has a model with infinitely many self-singletons. 
It turns out easily that an nrd iag Fl and an n2-diag F2, both fulfilling 9rn, can always 
be 'superposed' to form an (nl + n2)-diag F, so that: F meets Un too, and the existential 
9We do not know yet whether any statement implying theexistence of infinite sets, of this :t°¥-kind, is 
compatible with e separation axioms too. On tile other hand, we own (cf. [PP91]) infinity statements of
33W¢CV-kind quite stable under theaddition of classical axioms. 
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closure (¢ r )  ~ of (I)r yields ((I)r,) 3 and (q)[-2) ~. In view of the results of Section 11, this will 
have a remarkable consequence: all 3*V-sentences satisfiable in ,Sn can be added together, with 
the status of new axioms, to Sn. The overall consistency will not be jeopardized by this 
enlargement leading to a theory (antithetic to ZF) which systematically injures extensionality 
in infinitely many ways, so as to ultimately restore the V'3-completeness. 
A drawback of the compactness theorem is that it cannot be regarded as a practical synthe- 
sis method: whence the stimulus to future research concerning superposability-closed schemes 
of satisfiable sentences, for which a collective, computable model can be effectively found. 
10 Consequences  o f  ant i - foundat ion  express ib le  by  3*V-
and  V*3-sentences  
The following scheme is provable in useful non-standard theories of sets (cf. [Acz88]): 
(~"1) ~.TI . - .3xnVy(~,~.=I (y ~ .T,j 4"4 vlm=Jl y = Xjl) , 
where n > 0, rn i. > 0 for each j ,  and xH, . . . ,  x lm,, x~l , . . . ,  x~,~, are drawn from the pairwise 
distinct variables xl , . . . ,x ,~.  After abbreviating Vy (y  E x i ~ V~=ly = zjl ) into x i = 
{Xj l , . . . ,  xi,, b }, we can read this scheme as saying that any 'system of equations' of the form 
~0<j<~ xj _-- {xj l , . . . ,z i ,~,} admits a solution. Of course this conflicts with regularity: the 
system xx = {xl} ---one among many, to make an example-- is cyclic, hence unsatisfiable in 
Sn. On the other hand, our method based on implicants hows that no single instance of (]Rx) 
conflicts with SE. By recourse to the compactness theorem, or via an ad hoc construction of a 
computable model of SEt,  one gets assurance that all instances of (~R1) can be added at once 
to SE without causing a contradiction. Actually, the construction of the model can be carried 
out so that the scheme 
(B2) W, - - .W.  3x0Vy(y  e Xo ~ (Y = x0 V V,"=, Y = x , ) )  
is satisfied along with (JR~). 
Let us now come to the statement that a system of the above kind has at most one solu- 
tion. More generally, we intend to state a unique solution assumption about any system of 
'congruences' of the form 
t~:0<i<n Yj -- {Yjl , . . . ,  YJ'b } ( mod zj ) ,  
where z is a fixed 'residue', y l , - . .  ,Y. are distinct, and each Yi; is one of y l , . . .  ,Y~. The sense 
of such congruences and the uniqueness assumption are made explicit through the following 
scheme: 
_ (&~=o&,=, y, e,j yj ) & 
(H) W((zeyyaaT: ,~#y~')  ~ (zey J ,~a: '= ,~#y' ) ) )  
&,, o ,) ( j= lY . i  = Y.i , 
where z ,  yO, . . . ,yO,  y~,. . . ,y~ are distinct variables and Eij stands for the bi-implication 
y,~ E y~ ~ (y,~ = y~, v ... v y~ = y~m,), where y~,,...,y~m, are the variables Ul such that U~ 
occurs on the right-hand side of the j -th congruence. Once rewritten in prenex normal form, 
(H) shows the quantificational prefix VyO... Vy,Vy ~. . .  Vy~3z. 
This scheme (H) is a sort of 'hyper-extensionality' axiom whence (E) can be deduced; in 
turn, every instance of (H) holds in SEn, as can be checked by the decision method outlined 
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at the beginning of Section 6.1° However (H) is not provable in SE, because there is no way 
(E) can yield the implication (yo = {yo} & y~ = {y~}) __, yO = y[. 
Preliminary to restating (~R1) and (H) as verifiable conditions that an n-diag F may or may 
not comply with, we define a principal node i0 of ~Tr to be pure if every path Jim, i , , -1] , . . . ,  [il, i0] 
ending in io of ~v fulfills { ih . . .  ,ira} \ {1,. . .  ,n} = 0, i.e. touches no places. We call 1-place 
a place of Gr whence principal nodes can be reached. We say that two principal nodes, j0 and 
Jl, collide against each other if there is a binary relation B over the principal nodes such that 
jo Bj l  and that, for every pair i0, il of principal nodes with io B ih  the following two conditions 
hold: 
• }k :  [k, io ]arco f~r [k i sap lace}; jk"  [k, i s ]a rco f~r lk i sap lace}and 
k [to, k] arc of Gr n k is a 1-place { k : Its, k] arc of 9r [ k is a 1-place }; 
• corresponding to each arc [gb, i~], with gb E {1,.. .  ,n}, that enters i0 or ix in Gr there is 
at least one arc [gl-b, is-b] of ~Tr with g0 B 91. 
The scheme (H) translates into the condition (stronger than 9V~(F)): 
5V~(F) --O,r no two distinct principal nodes collide against each other, 
while the combination of (~Rx) and (H) gives 
U~,H(F) =--Da for every set P of pu,~e nodes, V has a wrinkle of the form [P, _ , t rue] .  
Likewise, the combination of (~2)  and (H) leads to the stronger 
.~2H(F) =t3ef or every set P of principal nodes, F has a wrinkle of the form [P, _, true].  
Under suitably powerful axioms (union, separation, etc.), further strenghtening is possible: 
UFttt(F) -------D,t all triples [P, @ , fa lse] ,  [P, @ , t rue]  with P C {1,.. .  ,n} are wrinkles ofF. 
We conjecture that our schemes (JR1,2) and (H) and the conditions U~t, UgH retain of the 
anti-foundation axiom AFA in [Acz88] exactly as much as can be relevant to he provability 
of V'q-sentences in set theories. 
11 Synthes iz ing  a mode l  f rom a diag 
Through this section, A will be an n-diag fulfilling Uz for some n. T is one of our set theories: we 
will build a strongly computable model 2,4 of T along with an assignment Yl ~-* ~1,---, Y, H ~, 
of M-sets to the free variables of ~a that will render g/a true in .M. 
It is not restrictive to assume that A is T-minimal (so that CA is equivalent in T to k~zx). It 
will also be convenient and unproblematic to assume that at least one of the principal nodes 
1, . . .  ,n has no predecessors in Ca, so it can represent the empty set. 
1°In order to prove (H)  directly, one can suitably associate a height with each acyclic system of congruences 
(the instances of (H) that correspond to cyclic systems hold vacuously), and the  proceed by induction on the 
height. 
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Case T = SEn. This case is relatively easy: indeed - -as  we will see short ly--  a suitable 
assignment of 7-/-sets to the variables of ¢1a can be found satisfying @,~ in 7"/. An isomorphic 
image of 7-/ lies inside any model of SEn (recall the characterization of 7-/ from Section 3), 
and an "H-assignment that satisfies k0,, with respect to 7 /can  be shown to satisfy it w.r.t, all 
models. 
Let A be [G, {[P1, Q,, fa l se ] , . . . ,  [P,,, Qm, fa lse]}  U _], where all distinct wrinkles [P, Q, _] 
with Q # 0 have been displayed. The number m of such wrinkles is < n, as follows from 
the ending remark of Section 8. We choose a natural number b with b > n - 2 and b > 
[£ogl(m + 1)], and associate a distinct non-empty subset ak of {{0, b}, . . . ,  {b - 1, b}, {b}} 
with each k E {1,. . .  ,re}. Then we recursively put 
~i =D~r {~j : jE{1 , . . . ,n} I [ J , i ]EG} U {¢k:  kE{1, . . . ,m} l iEQk},  
Ck =Da {~i : JE{1 , ' " ,n} I JEPk}  Uo'k 
for i = 1, . . .  ,n and k = 1, . . .  ,m. We leave it as an exercise to the reader to check that this 
definition is well-posed (thanks to the assumed acyclicity ~-~{(A)) n,  and that it makes ~a true 
under the assignment Yi H ~i. 12 rn 
Case  T = SE. This case is the most complex of all four. In the following it will be 
useful to have the following pieces of notation available. The wrinkles of A will be denoted as 
Wk = [Pk, Qk, Ck] with k ranging over the places (cf. Definition 5) n + 1, . . .  ,n + 1 + ~ of 9a.  
By A{"{i}, respectively by A~-{i}, we denote the set of all principal nodes, resp. of all places, 
that immediately precede i in 9a:  A~{i} =vef { J  e {1,. . .  ,n} I [j,i ] arc of Ga }, 
A~-{i} =o,t  {k  E {n + 1 , . . . ,n  + 1 + e} [[k,i] arc of Ga }- 
One way one might proceed in order to construct a model A' /of  Ss  with entities ~i fulfilling 
• ~, starts with introducing a constant ci to designate ~i lessZa~l "'" lessZa~, for each principal 
node i; then one defines the interpretation domain of .M to be the collection of all terms built 
by means of with and less  from these constants ci (one of which designates 0), modulo a 
suitable equivalence relation -~. Through a convenient canonization algorithm one also chooses 
a representative canon~(r) from the .-.-class of each term r; moreover one defines/f E ~ r to 
hold between canonical terms ~f, r if and only if canonM(r with ~i) = r. Of course the main 
difficulty with this approach would be defining ..- so that in the end .M meets SE and ~a is 
satisfied by some solution Yi ~ ~i of the system of equivalences Yi ~ ci with YJ~a "'" with yj~,~ 
(where {ja, . . .  ,ji,,,,} = AV{i} for i = 1, . . .  ,n). 
In the exposition that follows we take the alternative approach of adopting a very specific 
representation of canonical terms from the outset. For that sake, we will use triples IT, J, K] 
where T is a finite set (possibly empty) of alike triples, J is a set of principal nodes and K a set of 
places of ~a. Roughly speaking, [T, J, K] stands for the term (c~with~i~... with~/~)bop~- . -  bOPh6a 
where i is a principal node with A~-{i} = K, { j l , . . .  , j , ,} = J ,  6~,.--,8h are the terms repre- 
sented by the triples in T, and each bop is either wi th  or less .  
The domain of jt4 will include the smallest collection 7/* of nested triples that fulfills the 
equality 7-l* =ocf { [T, 0, 0] : T C 7/o IT is finite}. Restricted to ~*,  E ~ will induce a structure 
ttIn order one can regard 0,..., b (and consequently the ~i's, trt~'s, and ~k's) as "H-sets, it suffices to recall 
the classical yon Neumann characterization f natural numbers: 0 =Def $, ! + 1 =Def(! with i) for all i. 
t2Notice that the rank (cf. [Man??]) rk(~i) = Uo~, (rk(O) ,£th rk(0) ) of each ~, is less than 3. n, i.e., 
~i E Ha... A crucial remark in the verification that qsA holds, is that every member of any a has rank b + 1, 
smaller than the rank of any ( ,  and distinct from the rank of any ~. 
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such that the recursion [{61,...,  ~,~}, 0, 0] =Per {6-~,...,/i--~} defines an isomorphism 8 ~-~ 8 from 
7-/° to 7-/. It is not hard to single out the family X of principal nodes i for which ~; is bound 
by qa  to belong to this isomorphic opy of 7"/inside .A/l: for i = 1, . . .  ,n, we put i into X if 
and only if there is no path of ~a leading from a cycle or place to i. t3 Although j 6 X does 
not entail that ~i could not be hereditarily finite, we will manage below to have ~j 6 7/°, and 
infinitely many E~-chains ending with ~j, when j ~ X. 
Some care is needed in choosing which triples must form the domain of A4, because we are 
to avoid that two triples turn out having the same E"~-members. For any principal node i, we 
recursively define ~i to be the triple 
=Do,  : g • x n (A; -{ i})  \ x ,  
then we adopt as domain 79 of A4 the smallest collection of triples fulfilling 
D =D,S { [T,J,A~-{g}] :g • {1 . . . . .  n} & J C_ ({a , . . . ,n}  \ X) 
&TC_(79k{~i  : J • ({1 , ' " ,n}kX)}) lT i s f in i te}"  
Plainly, ~ • "H ° for all i • X. Moreover ~ ~ ~j when i :fi j ,  thanks to ~-~(A) --cf.  Section 8. 
Hence 7-I ° C 79, as we had anticipated, and ~l, . - .  ,~,~ • 79. 
Below we will split 79k {~1 . . . .  ,~,} into g+ 1 disjoint infinite subsets 79k subscripted by the 
places k of ~a- Let us stipulate right away the condition a pair r,  IT, J, K] of triples in 7:) is 
to fulfill in order for •M-membership to hold between r and IT, J, K]: 
r = ~j for some j • J ,  or 
r •~ [T , J ,K]  iffr),f either r~Tandr•79kforsomek•K,  or 
r • T and r ~ 79k for any k • K 
(for instance, r •~ [T, J, K] when r • Tn  {(g : g • X)) .  This, by itself, insures that no two 
distinct triples [To, J0, Ko], [T~, Ja, K~] in 79 can have the same •~a-members; e.g., if K0 g Kx 
and k • K0 \ KI ,  then all but finitely many elements r of 79, will fulfill r •~ [To, Jo, Ko], 
r ~ [Tx,J1,K1]. Notice, however, that so far we are able to compute 8 •~ r only in 
favourable cases such as when r • 7-/°, because the 79k's are almost entirely unspecified as yet. 
In addition to requiring that each 79k be infinite, we want to place into 79k ('allot to k', as 
we will say) those fl4-sets that will - -by  virtue of the above definition of •~- -  comply with 
the [~1,.-. ,~,]-wrinkle Wk (cf. Definition 3). This will cause our definitions of •~ and of the 
79k's to be interlaced, but once we will have succeeded will also guarantee the satisfaction of
@a- We are to finish the construction of A4 consistently with is plan, by suitably allotting a 
place k to every r • D \ {~!, . . . ,  ~} ,  so that infinitely many triples are allotted to each place. 
Notice that if r = IT, J ,K] ,  then allotting r to k must presuppose: on the one hand, that Pk 
be the (already known) set of those i's for which ~ •~" r,  i.e., Pk = J U {9 • X t ~g • T}; on 
the other hand, since r •~ r will hold if and only if k • K,  that Ck *-* k • K. 
Let us consider first all wrinkles W~, . . . ,  W~ a in A of the form [P, _, fa l se ]  with P C X 
(notice that there is at least one such wrinkle corresponding to each P C X,  by ~' (A) ;  
moreover, for specificity we may require that n < k0 < --- < ka). We assume that some 
effective criterion has been adopted for splitting 7"/° \ {~i[ i • X} into mutually disjoint sets 
~aTo state  this more  clearly, no path [i..i,.._~],...,[ihio] in ~a  can have i0 = i and e i ther  m > n or 
{i0 ..... ira} \ {1 ... . .  n} ¢ $. 
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7-/(~°),... ,Tf (kA), so that each 7-/(k) is infinite and {i E X ] ~i E "~ r} = P~ for every r • ~(k). 
On the one hand, the destination of each r E 7"/{k} must be a place h with Ph = Pk and 
Ch = fa l se ;  on the other hand, we are to 'serve' (all places, and in particular) all k's with 
k E {ko,.. . ,  kA}. We achieve both goals at once by enforcing that any r E 7"/(k} be allotted to 
k, i.e. 7-/(k) C :Dk. 
For every wrinkle Wh of A of the form [P, Q, true],  Q is non-empty by one of the ending 
remarks of Section 8. To serve the places h in this situation, we assume that some effective 
criterion has been adopted for splitting 7-/(k°) into ( + 1 pairwise disjoint infinite sets ~(k0) k . ' ~[ ]  , 
varying over all places. To treat Wh, we take the smallest q in Q and enforce that [{~} U {~a : 
~(k0) (notice that 6 is getting removed g E X fl P} ,P  \ X,A~-{q}] be allotted to h for all g E "[~1 
or iuserted into [{~a : a e X n P}, P \ X, A~-{q}] depending on whether or not q • Q~o)- 
An analogue of the latter, with O in place of A~-{q}, is to hold for every wrinkle Wh = 
[P, Q, false] of A with P ~ X and Q # 0: we enforce that [{~} U {~ : g E X n P},  P \ X, ¢] 
~,(k0) in this case. be allotted to h for all ~ • nIhl 
For any  ~ = [T , J ,K ]  • V \ {6 , - - - ,~-}  whose destination does not ensue from the rules 
given so far, let us consider P = J U {g E X I ~g • T}. We select the destination of ¢ to 
be the place h Such that Wh = [P, 0, fa l se ]  if A has this wrinkle, otherwise as h we take 
the smallest subscript for which Ph = P and Ch ~ (3q E Qh)(A~-{q} = K)  (one such place 
surely exists by .~'(A);  moreover Ca = t rue  iff h E K).  In either case, we allot r to h. This 
completes the characterization of the Dk's --hence, indirectly, the characterization of • '~ .  
Notice that this characterization is effective (up to a minor detail which can be implemented 
variously, namely the subdivision of 7"/° into the disjoint unions 7-I ° = 7Y (k°) U --- U 7"/(kM, 
7"/(~°) = 7-/~+) 1 U- - -  U'H~_)l+tl); this is to say, it makes the Vk's as well as E "~ computable. [] [ ] [ 
Example 3. Let a = [{[1,2]}, {W~,.. . ,  W~}] be the S~-implicant of 3y~y~W(~ ¢ y,U(~ • 
y~ ~ (~ = y, V • • ~))) which has Ws = [0,0, fa~e] ,  W~ = [{1},0,~Zse],  W~ = 
[{2},¢,false], W~ = [{1,2},¢,~lse] ,  W~ = [O, {2},true]. Since W~ can be removed from A 
without .T'E(A) being disrupted, A is not SE-minimal; nevertheless, ince A has no wrinkles of 
the form [.., 0, t rue] ,  the preceding construction of a model .£4 for Oa can be carried out also in 
this case. Here 7"/(~) must consist of those ~ E 7-I ° such that O • ~. For k = 3 , . . . ,  7 let us place 
into ~(3) those ~ • 7~ ° \ 7-/(~) whose cardinaiity I~1 fulfills both I~l # o and I~l - k (mod 5). 
, ,[~1 
One has that ~, = [0,0,O], 6 = [{~},0, {7}1; moreover 
~D= { [T,J,K] : K C {7} & J C_ {2} & T C_ D \ {~} I T is f in i te},  
"t4(3) } and V,  = { [{~},0,{7}] : $ • "[7] ' 
{ ~=~ and J={2},  or 
r• '~[T , J ,K ]  iffeither K=0 and v f iT ,  or 
K={7} and ( reT~r¢~)  
for r, [T, J, K] • T~. Operations ~ i th  ~ and less  ~ are easily defined accordingly. 
To view this as a model composed by canonical terms involving c~, c~, ~i th ,  and less ,  as 
suggested earlier, one interprets c, as [O, O, O], c~ as [0, O, {7}], ~ i th  as ~ i th  ~,  less  as less  ~,  
and enforces to " t~ between two terms to, t~ if and only if to and t~ get evaluated to the same 
triple of T~ under this interpretation. [] 
Cases  T = ,9, T =Sm All difficulties of these cases have already been encountered 
in connection with the preceding case. Indeed, the situation here is much simpler, because 
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one can directly take as interpretation domain the collection of all terms over the constants 
c , , . . . ,  c~ built by means of with and :tess: each ci plays the role of ~i, and one of them gets 
identified with 0. (Of course one might prefer to introduce an equivalence relation -.~ over terms 
fulfilling Awi thBu i thC  .~ Au i thCwi thB ,  for the sake of obtaining an intuitively appealing 
model where terms can be regarded as a concrete representation f multi-sets. The point here 
is that no obligation of this kind comes fi'om the axioms). Many details, here omitted, can be 
found in [OPP92]. [] 
Tentat ive  con jec ture  about  the separat ion  axioms. An afterthought about the con- 
struction referring to T = SE indicates that when one wants an A/t conforming to the separation 
scheme, each triple bk = [0, 0, {k}] with k a place and Qk ¢ 0 must be regarded as an A/l- 
set (having as 6~-members all M-sets complying with the [~,. . .~,]-wrinkle Wk), even if 
{k} ~ {A~-{1},. . . ,A~-{n}}. From this initial remark the authors have arrived at the fol- 
lowing condition ~-~(F) on dings, which is conjectured to capture the essential features of 
separation as for the B*V-satisfiability problem: 
7s(F)  --Da for every P C {1,.. .  ,n} and every pricipal node j such that F has a wrinkle of 
the form [_, {j} O _ , fa lse] ,  r has at least one wrinkle [P,Q, fa lse]  with j • Q. 
In support of the soundness of this condition, let us assume that ~a,---, ~, are Ad-sets inducing 
F and that ko, . . . ,  k 9 are all places whose associated wrinkle is of the form [_, {j} U _, fa lse] .  
Proceeding as in Section 7, one can construct a ¢" distinct from the ~'s so that ~ 6 ~a ~ holds 
if and only if ¢ 6 "~ b~ u- - -  U bk,, and so that { i 6 {1, . . . ,  n} l ~, 6 "~ ( } = P- Plainly, the 
target place of ~ must have the form [P, _ ,  false] and must differ from k0, . . . ,  kg. [] 
12 Comput ing c in a synthesized model  
Here we arrive at one of the main technical points of this paper. We assume that an r/- 
computable model M of a theory T 6 {,-q,,-qR, SE,SEa} has been specified in detail and that, 
given p (assumed injective again for simplicity) with T yielding Vyl - - -Vy,  3 x p, one wants an 
algorithm able to compute ~ z P(Yl , . . . ,  y,, x) under any assignment y~ H ~i of M-sets to the 
parameters. All preliminaries having been put forward in Section 6, we are left with only the 
following sub-problem: 
Given a tuple -- = [~, . . . ,~]  of pairwise distinct M-sets, find a T-n-diag A = 
[G, )'V] to which the diag r induced by -- (cf. Definition 3) is related by an inclusion 
r= Ia ,  wu _]. 
The determination of G = { [i,j] E {1,. . . ,n}21 ~i E "~ (j } is straightforward, thanks to 
the assumed computability of M (see Definition 1). Also, exploiting techniques exposed in 
Section 7, for each pair q,P with q E {1,. . .  ,n} _D P, we can determine an M-set  ~q,p such 
that P = {j 6 {1 , . . . ,n}] (  i 6 ~ (q,p} and ~q,p 6 za (q.p ~ (q,p E ~ (q, along with the E- 
wrinkle Wq,e = [P, Q, C] complying with it (see Definition 3), which clearly has C ~ q 6 Q. If 
regularity is among the axioms of T, then Wq,p is just [P, 0, fa lse]  and does not truly depend on 
q. We initially put 141 := {Wq,p : q 6 {1, . . . ,  n} & P C__ {1, . . . ,  n}} and then, if extensionality 
is to be taken into account, go on with the following cycle: 
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while q [i,jl 6 {1, . . . ,n}  2 such_that 
i# j  & G-{ i}=G-{ j}  e V[_ ,Q ,_ ]EW( iEQ*-* jEQ)  
do N enforce that i and j cease to have equal immediate predecessors 
pick such i , j  ; 
determine (ij := r/(~i, ~i), ~ this step exploits the ~-computability of.A4 
and the -Z-wrinkle W complying with it; 
)4; := )4; with W; 
encI 
(where G~{i} =O,f {g 6 {1,. . .  ,n}[[g,i] arc of G}), which inserts at most n - 1 additional 
wrinkles into )4). 
A T-minimal sub-diag of F is either A = [G, 14)] or obtainable from the latter through the 
thinning procedure seen in Section 5. To determine a value ( for e '~p(~l , . . . ,  ~,, x), it suffices 
to find a fold F = [G, W] of this minimal A which is not an implicant of ;-,p. The wrinkle W 
of this fold results from an M-set  ( = (q,p or ( = (;j, which has the sought characteristics. 
In order to see that the above technique for evaluating e-expressions can be exploited in 
connection with the models produced by the automatic method of the preceding section, we 
must check that those models are ?-computable 14. This is obvious of 7-/, the privileged model 
of SEn, where, e.g., t/(~,() can be taken to be: 0 if ~ = ( = 0; else, when ~ = (, the 
smallest element of ~ w.r.t, the anti-lexicographical ordering of H~, (cf. [CF089]), and the 
smallest element of the symmetric difference ~ A ( otherwise. Then let us consider a model 
M constructed for S, Sn, or SE. Taking the computability of .M for granted, we are to verify 
that given a pair/~, u of M-sets: 
(1) It is possible to establish whether or not there is a ( with ( 6/~ ~t; in the case of SE, 
whether there is one such ( that also fulfills ( ~ u. 
(2) When there exist ( 6 ~/~,  a concrete T/~(#,/~) is determinable such that 7/~(#,#) 6~/~ 
and such that, moreover, 
(3) in the case of SR, there is no 0 with 0 6 ~ # and 0 E ~ T/~(#,#). 
(4) In the case of SE, when there exist ( 6 ~ # with ( ~'~ v, one such ( can be effectively 
determined, to be elected T/~(#, v). 
Concerning (1) and (2): Consider the M constructed to model a T-minimal diag A. Every 
M-set  # can be displayed canonically in the form cq bopl r, ... bop,,, r,,,, the constant cq rep- 
resenting @ ~ when q = 0, else representing (q less~,  . . .  l ess~,  with q a principal node 
and some path of Qa leading from a cycle or place to q. When q = 0, # will or will not be 
empty depending on whether the boplri insertions and deletions annul each other or not: which 
of the two cases holds can be checked directly, and accordingly a ( 6 "~ /~, if any exists, can 
be produced. When q # 0, if all immediate predecessors of q in Qa are principal nodes, the 
situation can be dealt with similarly; otherwise, we pick the first place k whence an arc leads 
to q in QA, and by some effective criterion begin to generate an infinite sequence of members 
of Z)k (see preceding section): the first item of the sequence that does not get erased by the 
succession of the bopi vi's, is elected t/~(~t, #). 
*'tAetually they are strongly computable, but we content ourselves with the proof of a simpler fact here. 
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In sight of the treatment of point (3), it is useful to generalize this technique, so as to 
enable one to find a ( - - i f  any- -  belonging to both of two given .hal-sets: the procedure is more 
laborious but similar, and we omit the details. 
Concerning (1) and (4): # and v can be displayed canonically in the form cq bop1 rl . . -  bop,. r,,, 
and C-r bop,,+l 61 "'" bop,,,+t ~St respectively. If among the immediate predecessors of q there is 
a place k that is not an immediate predecessor of r in Gzx, we pick the first such place. By 
some effective criterion we start generating an infinite sequence of members of the associated 
7)k until we find a ( that does not get erased by the succession bopa rl " "  bop,,, r,,, of insertions 
and deletions and does not get introduced into u by the operations bop,,,+1 61 "'" bop,,,+t ,~l. This 
will be elected r/'~(/t, v). If no k with the afore-said characteristics i  found, then, for each 
place k with [k, q] an arc of Gt., we determine the collection of the 6~'s, i E {1, . . . ,  l}, such that 
gi E :Dk, ~i E ~a P, and/~ q~za v. If this collection is not empty, we choose one of its elements as 
r/~(p, v). Otherwise we determine the collection of principal nodes j such that ~j E ~ p and 
~j ~ v; then, if this is not empty, we choose one of its elements as r/~(p, v). Otherwise, we 
conclude that no ( exists with ( E ~ g and ( ~za v. 
Concerning (3): It turns out that in the A4 constructed to model an SR-minimal diag, 
there are no infinite descending chains (o 9 ~ (x 9 ~ (2 9 "M "'" - Hence a convenient choice for 
r/~(/~, p) will be the value of ( at the end of the following computation: 
find a ( such that ( E ~ #; 
while there is a • qza ( that also fulfills t~ E "~ p do 
pick one such ~; ( := 
end. 
13 The  use of  unquant i f ied  e -express ions  in set com-  
putat ions  
A limitation to the power of expressions of the form e x p comes, in this paper, from us having 
constantly focussed on unquantified p's. Another limitation comes from the fact that unless 
3xp is a theorem, the process of finding ezp  can take an unpredictably long time, even w.r.t. 
a strongly computable model (see ending remarks of Section 3). 
Let us ignore the latter limitation for a while, and investigate which useful ----or, at least, 
interesting-- computations can be carried out in a model where e x p is algorithmic.ally deter- 
minable for all given unquantified p. Since E z P(~I,.--,  ~,, x) may be undefined for some tuple 
of ~'s, we need a denotation for the undefined value: we choose f~ for it. 
A deterministic way of selecting an element from a set is the following: 
procedure se lec t (y ) ;  re turn  e~x x q y end. 
In this connection we remark that during the execution of 
a := c'~xx E y; z := @za; 
whi le  a ¢ f l  do z :ffi zw i th~a;a  := £J~'~x(x E y&x ~ z) end, 
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a does not necessarily sweep the whole M-set ~ stored in y, unless the latter is finite: It is 
desirable that whenever the fiZa-members of~, actual value of y, form a recursively enumerable 
subset of the interpretation domain, this scanning routine eventually reaches each of them. This 
desideratum imposes a heavy constraint on the implementation of ¢~ (of course, only if there 
are infinite M-sets): whether tiffs constraint can be fulfilled, actually depends on properties 
of M.  
Exploiting the above select, a non-deterministic selection can be implemented as follows: 
procedure arb~(y) ;
a := 6Zaxx 6 y; 
i f  a # f~ then %y is non-null 
z := @~; choose b from {false, true}; 
while b do 
z := zwith ~ a; 
a := #"x(z E y&z ~ z ) ;  
i f  a = fl then % y, finite, has been ezhausted: cycle again 
z := @~;a := ~axx  6 y 
end; 





The choose primitive ought to be such that the probability that arb reaches an end is 1, 
whichever y is, finite or infinite. Moreover, there ought to be a non-null probability that the 
while-loop of arb gets iterated more than i times, for any i. On these conditions, arb could 
select any element of y (even though with probabilistically decreasing preferences); hence it 
would comply with the ideal characteristics of an arbitrary choice operation. In practice one 
will incline towards simpler implementations of arb, for obvious feasibility concerns. 
Using select (or equivalently using arb), one can implement a "singleton" predicate as 
follows: 
procedure singletont~ (y); 
re turn  y ~ 02~1 &@.x,i = y less.M selectS(y) 
end; 
or, more liberally, as follows: 
procedure singletonS(y); 
return ~ # selectS(y) & fl = select ~a (y less/d selectee(y)) 
end. 
Furthermore, one can semi-compute the basic Boolean operations, which denote unions of 
non-overlapping regions of a Venn diagram (cf. [CFO89]), as follows: 
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procedure n~(yt, y~); re turn  u,tionOfVennRegions"~(yl, Y2, {{ 1,2} }) end; 
procedure \]~(Yl, Y2); re turn  unionOfVennRegions ~ (Yl, Y2, { { l } ) end; 
procedure ZX~a(ya, Y2); re turn  unionOfVennRegions ~ (y,, Y2, { { 1 }, {2} }) end; 
procedure U ~ (y,, Y2); re turn  union Of Venn Regions M (y,, Y2, { { 1 }, {2}, { 1,2} } ) end; 
where the definition of unionOfl/ennRegiom, ~ is: 
procedureunionOfVennRegion~( y, . . . .  , y,, J ,  ); % ft, C {J C_ {1, . . . ,  n} l J # O} 
va lueOf :={[{ J  : J C {1, . . . ,n} l i  6 J } ,y l ]  : i = 1, . . . ,n}  U {[O,O~a]}; 
fo r_a l l  g C {1, . . . ,n} I ( J  # Og~valueOj~{g}) = Q) do 
8J := 0; fo r_a l l  j 6 J do yj.j := yj end 
end; 
whi le valueO.[( J ,  ) = Q do 
fo r_a l l  J C_ {1, . . . ,n} I ( J  ¢ @&valueOJ[{J}) = f l )  do 
if a ~ ~ then 
Oj := L0j with a ; 
for_all j 6 J do yj,j := yj,j less~ a end 
else 
valueOfo := {[ f lw i th J ,  u] : [fl, u] 6 valueOI[ S ~ f l} ;  
valueOA := { [f l  l ess  J, u] : [f l ,  u] 6 valueOfl J 6 ff } ; 
while 8J ~ 0 do 
take b away_from @d; 
valueOfo := {[ f f ,  uwith~ab] : [ f f ,  u] 6 valueOfo}; 
valueOA := {[ J ,  u less~Zb] : [ J ,  u] 6 valueOfl } 
end; 




return valueOf( ff.) 
end. 
Although a non-silly strategy is applied here to favour the convergency to a set with the desired 
characteristics, this does not always prevent an infinite loop from taking place. 
14 Conc lus ions  and hints  for fu ture  research 
Data structures akin to nested sets occur very often in computer science and in the program- 
ming practice. Usually such structures are ultimately composed by individual urelements. 
This paper has neglected the latter point, yet its satisfiability decision test applicable to 3*V- 
sentences has paved the way to a result fundamental to logic programming with set constraints: 
the existence of a unification algorithm applicable to terms of a hybrid setting (cf. [D0"92]) 
where free Herbrand functors, used to form urelements, cohabit with the interpreted set con- 
structs 8, with. The fact that any formula Vx -~p can be rewritten in SER as a disjunction of 
satisfiable mutually exclusive implicants, in particular, translates into the fact that a finite base 
can be determined that generates all unifiers of a given Herbrand system of equations over the 
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hybrid universe of [DO'92]. Likewise, a decomposability result regarding (Vx -,p)-formulae in
S~m (cf. the conjecture of Section 10) promises to translate into a result on unification over a 
richer universe composed by rational infinite terms intermixed with hereditarily finite hvpevsets 
(the latter is the name [BE87] attaches to the non-well-founded sets of [Acz88]). 
Thus, in spite of its apparent narrowness, the class of V*3/3°V-sentences treated in this 
paper can play a qt, ite crt,cial role in the a,'ea, today moving its first steps, of constraint logic 
programming with sets/hypersets. Independently of that, the tiny examples of Section 13 
indicate that some ability to evaluate -expressions, even of the simplest form, is fundamental 
to the whole field of set computations. One of the points made by this paper is that by 
becoming able to prove V'3-theorems automatically, one also acquires the ability to evaluate 
e-expressions in any 'interesting' model of the axioms. 
It would have been myopic to neglect hat multi-sets are about as popular as sets in com- 
puter science, and that there is a growing interest oday for hypersets, which are 'sets' of an 
unconventional kind among which membership forms cycles of all sorts. Therefore we have 
referred our work neither to a fixed axiomatization of membership nor to a definite universe 
of sets. Certainly, a richer variety of axiomatizations would have deserved being taken into 
account, but the important is that a uniform methodology, transversal to theories, for treating 
sentences characterized by their quantificational prefix has begun to emerge. From this per- 
spective it is interesting to observe that, to obviate the lack of regularity in connection with S 
and SE, it is necessary to resort to sophisticated diagonal constructions, both to obtain proofs 
at the object level (cf. Section 7) and to obtain models at the meta-level (cf. Section 11). Con- 
structions of this nature will undoubtedly become more c mplex, but hopefully more familiar 
and systematic, as our ability to master larger and larger classes of set-theoretic formulae by 
decision methods will progress)  
Validity and satisfiability test methods can often be converted into computing methods no 
longer belonging to the field of automated theorem-proving per se. This is not new; however, 
the amount of extra attention research is to bestow to the ambivalence of the methods vividly 
emerges at a couple of places in this paper. One place is Section 7, where a technique for 
constructing a proof has been presented so that it could easily be read as an algorithm for 
computing a set in a model (a reading later exploited in Section 12), and then has been con- 
trasted with a similar technique devoid of such ambivalence. Another place is the laborious 
completeness proof related to SE, in Section 11, which can be read as a method for synthe- 
sizing a specialized model of the axioms. Whether a similar completeness proof can take into 
account he separation axioms too, is a challenging question left open by this paper (cf. end 
of Section 11). 
Notice that the constructive character of all proofs given in this paper differentiates it
drastically from its precursor [Gog78]. In the case of SER, in fact, we are able to answer 
a question of the form "3yl - "  3y,Vx -~p?" by direct inspection of p, either affirmatively (by 
producing hereditarily finite values of predictably high rank for Yl,---, Yn) or negatively, instead 
of blindly searching for a proof of the given sentence or of its negation. 
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